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Abstract 
Raychaudhuri, A., Optimal multiple interval assignments in frequency assignment and traffic phasing, 
Discrete Applied Mathematics 40 (1992) 319-332. 
In this paper, we consider the optimal assignments of unions of intervals to the vertices of the compat- 
ibility graph G, which arises in connection with frequency assignment and traffic phasing problems. It 
is shown that the optimal multiple interval phasing numbers S,,,r(G) and O’Z’x’N(G), are optimal 
solutions to linear programming problems whose variables correspond to maximal cliques of G. Effi- 
cient algorithms are given for determining the first number, 0, z ,x(G), when G is a chordal graph or a 
transitively orientable graph. 
1. Introduction 
In this paper we study optimal assignments of union of intervals to the vertices 
of a graph G which arises in two major classes of problems in electrical engineering: 
(i) frequency assignment, and (ii) traffic phasing. In the frequency assignment 
problem, we want to assign bands of frequencies (union of intervals) to each 
radio/TV transmitter in different geographical regions. Transmitters may interfere 
due to geographical proximity or meteorological reasons, in which case they must 
be assigned nonoverlapping frequencies. Vertices of G are these transmitters, with 
two vertices in the graph joined by an edge if they do not interfere. Here, we seek 
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to assign bandwidths S(x) to each transmitter x (where S(x) is a union of frequency 
intervals) so as to avoid conflict, while satisfying the minimum bandwidth demand 
r, for each individual transmitter x (m[S(x)] 2 rX, where rn [S(x)] stands for the 
ordinary Lebesgues measure, which in this case is the sum of the lengths of the 
intervals in S(x)) such that the total bandwidth used in the whole system (m[U S(x)]) 
is minimized. An important variation of this problem is for a given total bandwidth 
constraint (m[U S(x)] sN units), to maximize the system capacity (i.e., the total 
transmission bandwidth in the system, C, m[S(x)]), which is a measure of the 
useful information transmission in the geographical area under consideration. 
In the traffic phasing problem, the vertices of G are different uses (such as traffic 
or data streams) of a facility (such as a traffic intersection or a channel). Two uses 
are joined by an edge in G if they are compatible, i.e., they do not place demand 
on the same physical resources and hence could use the facility at the same time. 
We want to assign to each use x a “green time” S(x), which is a union of time 
intervals, during which the traffic stream may use the facility, so that incompatible 
traffic streams do not get overlapping green times. Additionally each traffic stream 
x requires a total green time of minimum length r, (m[S(x)])~r,). There are two 
problems: one goal is to minimize the total time required (m[U S(x)]) to schedule 
all the traffic streams; and a variation of this is to maximize the total traffic flow 
C, m[S(x)] under the constraint that all the traffic streams should be scheduled in 
IN time units (m]U S(x)] 5N). 
The traffic phasing problem outlined above has applications to a variety of 
data/transportation network problems. A prominent example is that of satellite 
switched (5%) time division multiple access (TDMA) (for details see [17]). In 
SS/TDMA, information is to be transmitted among n locations using a switching 
spot-beam satellite. The general problem in SS/TDMA is that of determining an op- 
timum “switching schedule”, given the traffic demand matrix D= [dU], and the 
transmit/receive compatibility constraints. Specifically, if the satellite has exactly n 
transmit/receive spot beams, and an on-board n x n switch, the switching matrix at 
any instant is constrained to have exactly one on position in each row or column. 
Each switching state can be denoted by a mode matrix in which there is exactly one 
nonzero element per row or column, with entries (mij) representing the number of 
time units (green time) assigned to the link (i,j). The maximum element of the mode 
matrix determines the time required by that switching state. Thus, given the n X n 
traffic matrix D, we are required to decompose it into a sum of mode matrices so 
as to minimize the total time of the switching schedule. This problem can be for- 
mulated as follows: Let, G = (V, E) be a graph were 
and 
V(G)={@&: i=1,2 ,..., n,j=1,2 ,..., n} 
E(G)={(i,j),(k,I): i#k, j#r}. 
In a feasible schedule, each vertex link (i,j) gets a union of green (transmit) time 
intervals whose length is at least equal to its minimum requirement dij. Thus, this 
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problem is equivalent to the generic traffic phasing case discussed earlier. Although 
the SWTDMA problem has been studied by a number of authors (e.g., [2,9,17]), 
previous approaches have been oriented towards combinatorial algorithms based on 
the matrix structure. Thus, it may be interesting to note how this problem could be 
solved using the approach presented in this paper. The compatibility graph which 
arises in this case is a perfect graph where G is a perfect graph if for every induced 
subgraph G’ of G, the chromatic number x(G’)=o(G), the maximum size of a 
clique of G’. To see why G is perfect, take any induced subgraph G’ of G: the ver- 
tices of G’ in this case are an arbitrary selection of ordered pairs of locations or cells 
in the n x n traffic matrix. Suppose we refer to the rows and columns of the matrix 
as lines. A set of lines cover the selected cells if each selected cell belongs to some 
line of the set. A set of selected cells is independent if no two cells lie in the same 
line. Then by the Konig-Egervary Theorem [4, lo] the maximal number of indepen- 
dent selected cells (o(G’)) is equal to the minimal number of lines that cover all 
selected cells &(G’)). Some results concerning these optimal assignments in case of 
a perfect graph will be given in Section 4. 
The frequency assignment and traffic phasing problems mentioned above have 
been studied by various authors including [ l l-13,15,16]. In the work of Opsut and 
Roberts, the green time for each traffic stream has been restricted to be a single in- 
terval instead of the more general case of a union of intervals. The related channel 
assignment problem has been studied by Pennotti [14], Roberts [ 151 and Opsut and 
Roberts [ 1 l-131 for the special cases with a band of frequencies or a set of discrete 
frequencies for each transmitter. In this paper, we consider a more general formula- 
tion of the frequency assignment and traffic phasing problem than previously con- 
sidered. Specifically, we shall investigate the issue of optimal assignments (for 
minimization of either total green time and bandwidth or maximization of system 
capacity) based on the assignment of a union of green light intervals and frequency 
bands to each transmitter. 
In Sections 2 and 3, we show that these two optimization problems (i.e., mini- 
mization of total bandwidth or maximization of system capacity) are equivalent to 
certain linear programming problems whose variables correspond to the maximal 
cliques (the maximal complete subgraphs) of the compatibility graph G. In Section 
4, we discuss these problems for perfect graphs. Then, in Section 5, we present com- 
putational algorithms to solve the first of these problems efficiently when the graph 
G is a chordal graph or a transitively orientable graph. 
2. Graph theoretic formulation and some relevant LP problems 
The traffic phasing and frequency assignment problem can be graph theoretically 
formulated as follows’: 
’ The terminology used follows that of Roberts [15]. 
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complement of interference graph (in frequency assignment 
. G= problem), 
compatibility graph (in traffic phasing problem). 
l V(G)= transmitters or traffic streams. 
l {x,y} E,!?(G) if t ransmitters x and y do not interfere, or if traffic streams x, 
y are compatible. 
l r,= minimum bandwidth required by each transmitter or minimum time re- 
quired for each traffic stream. 
We want to assign a set S(x) (where S(x) is a finite union of real intervals) to each 
vertex x so that, 
(x,Y)$E(G)~S(X)~S(~)=~ (1) 
and 
m [S(x)] 2 r,. (2) 
Such an assignment satisfying (1) and (2) is called a Jzr,phasing assignment. Note 
that an assignment which satisfies (1) is a phasing assignment, and J represents a 
union of intervals. Our objective is to find two quantities one of which is: 
where S(x) is any Jz r, phasing assignment of G. A JZ r,, N phasing assignment 
S(x) is an assignment of a union of intervals J which satisfies (l), (2) and the con- 
dition: 
m1U S(x)1 rN, (3) 
where N> B,,,(G). 
And the second quantity of interest is: 
c~‘,‘~,~(G) = supremum{ c m[S(x)]}, 
where S(x) is any Jrr,,N phasing assignment of G and N>B,,,(G). 
In order to facilitate the study of the above phasing numbers, we shall define a 
Jz r, intersection assignment which satisfies the condition: 
ix, Y> E E(G) % S(x)t-IS(y)#0 (4) 
and (2) and a Jrr,, N intersection assignment which satisfies (2), (3) and (4) (for 
sufficiently large N). 
It is easy to see that every graph has a Jzr,, N intersection assignment (where 
N is sufficiently large). Let K,, K2, . . . , Kp be any ordering of the maximal cliques of 
G. Let dj> 0 be any duration assigned to Kj, j= 1,2, . . . ,p. Let 
That is, Jj is a half open interval of length dj assigned to each maximal clique Kj 
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of G. For example, Ji=[O,d,), J2=[di,di+d2), etc. Let s(x)=~_{J~: XEK~}, a 
union of intervals, be the set assigned to vertexx. Then S(x) represents a J-intersection 
assignment because {x, JJ} E E(G) * {x, _Y} E Kj for some dj > 0 * Jj C (S(X) fl S(Y)} 
and {x, y} $ E(G) * (x, y} $ any common clique *S(x) tl S(y) = 0. It can be seen 
that by suitably choosing the quantities dj, we have a Jr r, intersection representa- 
tion for all real numbers r, and any graph G. 
Let us now define some parameters associated with a Jzr, intersection assign- 
ment: 
iJ,,(G)=infimum{m[U S(x)]}, 
where S(x) is a Jzr, intersection assignment. 
iJ”‘X9N(G) = supremum 
where S(x) is a Jzr,, N intersection assignment 
It follows from Roberts [ 151 that: 
and N> i,,,(G). 
and 
t9,,,(G) = minimum{i,,,(H): H is a spanning subgraph of G}; 
CZ@~~~~(G) =maximum{iJ”X~N(H): H is a spanning subgraph of G}. 
Hence, one approach to study the phasing numbers is to focus on the inter- 
section numbers. Let us consider a multiple interval intersection assignment for G 
as defined by (5). Then m[S(x)] = C,,, dj and therefore CxCVCGj m[S(x)] = 
c XE V(G) L,3X J d. = CP= 1 njdj, where nj = IKj 1 and m [U S(X)] = CT= 1 dj. This 
observation suggests that iJ2rx (G) and iJ’rx*N(G) are related to the following LP 
problems (1) and (2). 
Let K,,K2,..., Kp be the maximal cliques of G (the ordering is not significant). 
Then, 
LP(1) Minimize f dj, 
j=l 
such that C djrrx, VXE V(G) and djZO* 
K,SX 
LW) Maximize f njdj, 
j=l 
such that f dj<N, K:,djzrX9 VXE V(G), and djZ0. 
j=l I 
We note here that these LP’s are identical to those in Opsut and Roberts [12,13] 
used for studying the intersection numbers i,,,(H) and i’“x3N(H) (I implies that 
each S(x) is a single interval) for an interval graph H (graph for which there is an 
assignment S(x) satisfying (4), where each S(x) is an interval). Let s,,,(G) and 
s~~“~,~(G) be the optimal solutions to LP(l) and LP(2) respectively. In the next 
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section, we shall show that the numbers 8,,,(G) and 6Jz”X,N(G) are equal to the 
numbers s,,,(G) and sJzrXpN(G) respectively. 
3. The Jrr,, Jrr,, N phasing and intersection numbers 
Opsut and Roberts [ 12,131 have shown that for an interval graph G, the optimal 
values of LP(l) and LP(2) are equal to the numbers B,,,(G) and 6i’zrX,N(G). We 
shall quote their result as Theorem 3.1. 
‘Theorem 3.1 (Opsut and Roberts [12,13]). If G is an interval graph and if 
K,,Kzr . . . . KP is an ordering of the maximal cliques of G such that the vertex max- 
imal clique incidence matrix satisfies consecutive ones property, then: 
(a) ~J,,(G)=~~,,(G)=Bz,,(G), 
(b) VN> Q,,,(G), sJ”xqN(G) = iJ”“x*N(G) = 8z”r~~N(G). 
In this section, we shall show that for any graph G, the phasing and intersection 
numbers in the case of J> r, and Jr r,, N assignments are equal, and equal to the 
numbers sJ,,(G) and s~““,~(G) respectively. Some of our proof techniques are 
similar to those of Opsut and Roberts, so that details have been omitted where 
appropriate. We next prove a lemma which is essential in the proofs that follow. 
Lemma 3.2. Suppose S is any J-set phasing for G. Then there is an assignment of 
a duration dj to each maximal clique Kj, j = 1,2, . . . ,p of G such that the following 
four conditions hold: 
(a) djZ0, 
(b) C,“=l dj=m[US(x)l, 
(c) c ~~~~ dj2m[S@)l VXE V(G), 
(4 C,“=l njdjr CxEV(G) m[S(x>l. 
Proof. Suppose we are given a J-set phasing S for G. Given any number (Y E U S(x), 
the set L,= {x: a E S(x)} defines a clique of G (not necessarily maximal). Let 
C,,&, a.., C4 be the cliques of G. Let Ji={aEUS(x): L,=C;}, i=1,2,...,q. In 
general, Ji is a finite union of real intervals being a subset of a union of real inter- 
vals. Also, the Ji are disjoint, because a is in Ji and Jk * L, = Ci = C, * i = k. Let 
nc, be the number of maximal cliques in which Ci, i = 1,2, . . . , q, lies, and let 
dj= cqcK, (l/nc,)m[Ji]. Obviously djZ0, SO that (a) is satisfied. Also, C,“=, dj= 
CjpEI Cc,cK, (l/nc,)mMl= Cy=, (nc,k,)mtJil= Cy=‘=, m[4l=mtUJil (since the 
J; are disjoint) = m[U S(x)], i.e., (b) holds. Next, we show that for all XE V(G), 
m]S(x)l= Cc,g,x m(J;). It will suffice to show that for all XE V(G), S(x)=Ji, U 
Ji2U *** U Jiti, where XE Ci,, Ciz, . . . , Ci,. Take any XE V(G) and let XE Ci,, Ci,, . . . , Ci,. 
If aeS(x), then L,= Ci, or C, or ..=orCi,.SupposeL,=Cik, k~{1,2 ,..., t).Then 
a E Jik, i.e., oEJi,UJizU **. U Ji,. Therefore S(X) c Ji, U Ji, U *** U Ji,. Next take 
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CYE Cz=t Ji,, Then L,=Cik, for some k=1,2,...,t, and since XEC, for all 
k=1,2,..., t, XE L,, and therefore LYE S(x). Thus, Ji, U Jiz U ... U Ji, c S(x). There- 
fore, for all XE V(G), S(x)=Ji, UAi,U***UJi,, where XECi,,Ci2’...,Cil. Thus, 
c c,sX WZ(Ji) = m[S(x)] for all XE V(G). Therefore, in order to show (c) it will suf- 
fice to show that: 
To prove (6), we note that the LHS of (6) is 
kII, xEFcK (l/nC,)m[Jil + C 
1 I / 
K 3x $scK (l’nC;)m[Jil’ 
/ f / 
NOW, if X~Ci~ Kj, then X~Kj. Therefore, 
k:, rEFeX (l/nC,)m[Jil= 5 
/ I , 
j=, xEFcK (l’nCz)m[Jil 
1 I 
=c~xnCt(l/nC~)m[Jilr C m[Jil- 
/ C,3X 
Thus, the LHS of (6) equals Cc,.+X m[Ji] + 6, where 6~0. Therefore, we have 
proved (c). Finally, Cp,, njdj= C, CK,3x d,?C, WI[S(X)] by (c). This proves 
(d). 0 
Theorem 3.3. For any graph G, and any positive real numbers r,, i,,,(G)= 
d,,,(G) =s,,,(G). 
Proof. (a) s,,,(G)~B,,,(c)~i,,,(c): The second inequality is obvious. To 
show the first, let a> 0 be given and let S be a Jz r, phasing assignment for G with 
measure <8J,,(G) +E. Then dj as defined in Lemma 3.2 gives a feasible solution 
to LP(1) since dj?O, ~Kj3Xdj~m[S(x)]~rx and therefore s,,,(G)~c$‘=, d,= 
m [U S(x)] < B,,,(G) + E. Since E is arbitrary, s,,,(G) 5 B,,,(G). 
(b) s,,,(G)ri,,,(G): This proof follows easily using techniques similar to 
those in [12, Lemma 51. 0 
Corollary 3.4. If G is an interval graph, then ~J,,(G)=il,,(G)=il,,(G)= B,,,(G). 
Proof. By Theorem 3.3 and 3.1 (a), all these numbers are equal to s,,,(G). Note 
that the ordering K,, K2, . . . , KP of the maximal cliques of G does not affect the op- 
timal solution of LP(l). q 
Let a,(G) = max{ EXE1 r,: Z is an independent set of G}. Note that I forms an 
independent set of G if the vertices in I are mutually nonadjacent. 
Corollary 3.5. For any graph G, B,,,(G)?a,(G). 
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Proof. If di is any optimal solution to LP(l), then O,,,(G) = C dira,(G). 17 
Corollary 3.6. If G is a weakly a-perfect graph, then t?,,,(G) =a(G). 
Proof. a(G) = B,(G) = 9,,,(G). [B,(G) is the minimum number of cliques required 
to cover V(G).] q 
Theorem 3.7. For all G and all N> f?,,,(G), iJ”rmN(G) = eJZrxyN(G) =s~“‘~~~(G). 
Proof. (a) .sJ~r~,N(G)20J~rx*N (G) L iJ’rx*N(G). The second inequality is obvious. 
To show the first, let E>O be given and let S be a J>r,, N phasing assignment for 
G with measure score > QJ>rx,N(G) - a. Then, by Lemma 3.2 there is an assign- 
ment of duration dj to each maximal clique Kj, j = 1,2,. . . ,p, such that the fol- 
lowing four conditions hold. 
(a) dj20. 
(b) Cj”=l dj=m[US(X)l~N. 
Cc) c K,sx dj2m[S(x)l2r,. 
(d) C,“=i njdj>CxcV(o) m[S(X)]>BJ”rx’N(G)-E. 
So sJ”‘xyN(G)~ Cp,, njdj>BJkrx,N(G)-&. Since E is arbitrary, sJ”‘x,N(G)z 
gJ%N(G). 
(b) sJ=“,N(G) I I ‘Jrrx,N(G): This proof follows easily from [12, Lemma 71. 0 
The following corollary gives an upper bound on the number OJzrx,N(G). 
Corollary 3.8. For all G and all N> BJZrxSN(G), 
8J”rx~N(G)~Nco-acr,(C,)-a,.x(C,_,)- . ..-a..,(C2), 
where o is the size of the largest clique in G, and Ci is the graph generated by ver- 
tices not in a clique of size i, i-k I,..., w, for all i=2,3 ,..., 0. 
Proof. The dual problem to LP(2) is: 
Minimize NZJ - (rIul + r2u2 + .a. + rRo,J, 
such that U- CxEK, u,? ni, V maximal clique Ki, 
24, ox2 0. 
We shall construct a dual feasible solution in the following way. Let Z,, Z, _ i, . . . , I2 
be any maximum weighted independent sets of C,, C,_ r, . . . , C2, respectively. Let 
u,= the number of independent sets to which x belongs, and let u = o. So if Ki is 
a maximal clique of size ni, then CxfK, u, 5 o - ni. Hence, all dual constraints are 
satisfied. Therefore, R”rx,N(G) INU - Cr= i riui = Nu, - cr,,(C,) - a,(C,_ 1) - a** - 
a,(C2). q 
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Let us now discuss some limitations of these LP formulations. The first step 
towards solving these LP is to enumerate all the maximal cliques of the compatabili- 
ty graph G, which is, in general, an NP complete problem. Also, there may be ex- 
ponentially many such maximal cliques. However, in the case of some specific 
classes of graphs such as chordal graphs, enumeration of all maximal cliques can 
be done in polynomial time (see [7, Chapter 4] for such an algorithm), and the 
number of maximal cliques for such graphs is bounded by the number of vertices 
in G [6]. 
Another important aspect of multiple interval assignment is the number of inter- 
vals assigned to each vertex. In practice, it may be preferable to have an upper 
bound for the maximum number of intervals assigned to any vertex. In fact, 
minimizing this number while satisfying demands could be another optimization 
criterion. No special effort has been made to address this issue in this work. Never- 
theless, by the LP formulations, it is clear that any vertex could be assigned as many 
intervals as the number of maximal cliques to which it belongs. As mentioned 
earlier, for the case of a chordal graph, this number is bounded by the number of 
vertices in G. 
Lastly, since solving the LP does not give any insight into the combinatorial 
aspects, in Section 5, we develop computational algorithms to solve LP(l) and find 
the number B,,,(G) efficiently for chordal and transitively orientable graphs. 
4. Reduction from Jr r, to JZ 1 
In this section, we shall give a procedure which reduces the computation of the 
number B,,,(G) f or any graph G to f3,,,(G’) for some other graph G’, where 
every r, is a positive integer. The idea follows from Opsut and Roberts [13] and 
Pennotti [14], and yields a method that is polynomial in C r, (but not polynomial 
in input size) for obtaining B,,,(G), where G is a perfect graph. 
Let G be any graph and let all r, be positive integers. Form a graph G’ from G 
by replacing each vertex x of G by an independent set {x1,x2, . . . ,x,.,} of size r,. If 
{x, y} is an edge of G, then each xi is joined to each Yj in G’. G’ is said to be ob- 
tained from G by multiplication of vertices. 
Theorem 4.1. If G is any graph with positive integral weigh Is r, on its vertices, and 
if G’ is the graph obtained from G by multiplication of its vertices, then: 
e,,,(G) = e,, I (G’). 
Proof. Let S(x) be a Jrr, phasing assignment for G. Divide S(x) into r, disjoint 
parts, where each part is a union of half-open intervals and has measure = 
[m[S(x)]/r,] 2 1. Let this resulting J assignment be called S’(x). Then, we claim 
that S’(x) is a JI 1 phasing assignment for G’ because (xi, Yj} $ G’* {x, y} $ G * 
S(X) fl S(Y) = 0 a S’(X;) fl S’(yj) = 0. Also {Xi, Xj} $ G’* S’(Xi) fl s’(X,) ~0, since S’(Xi) 
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and S’(xj) are disjoint subdivisions of S(x). So BJ2i(G’)< 6,,,(G). Now let S’(x) 
be a J? 1 phasing assignment for G’. Let S(x) = S’(xi) U S/(x2) U .a. U S’(r,) be a J 
assignment for G. Then, we claim that S(x) is a JZT, phasing assignment for G, 
since {x, y} $E(G) * each of the pair {Xi, _~j> @.E(G’) + S’(Xi) fl S’(yj) = 0 for all 
pairs {xi,Yj}*S(x)nS(y)=O. SO BJZrX(G)~OJ,,(G’). 0 
Remark. Berge [l] has shown that if G is a perfect graph, then G’ obtained from 
G by multiplication of vertices is also a perfect graph. This leads to the following 
result: 
Corollary 4.2. If G is a perfect graph, then O ,,,(G) can be found by an algorithm 
whose complexity is polynomial in C r,. 
Proof. B,,,(G) = tl,, ,(G’) = B,(G’) = a(G’). The first quality follows from Theorem 
4.1 and the last equality follows from the Remark. Grotschel et al. [8] give a poly- 
nomial algorithm to calculate a(G’) for a perfect graph G’. 0 
In the following section, we shall give combinatorial algorithms (without directly 
using LP’s) for finding 8,,,(G) for some special cases of perfect graphs, namely 
chordal graphs and transitively orientable graphs. 
5. The phasing numbers for chordal graphs and transitively orientable graphs 
In the previous section, we have shown that the numbers B,,,(G) and 
B”“X,N(G) for an arbitrary graph G are optimal solutions to LP(l) and LP(2), 
whose variables correspond to maximal cliques of G. If G belongs to any special 
class of graphs for which maximal cliques can be polynomially enumerated, use of 
Khachian’s algorithm to solve these LP’s will lead to polynomial solutions of these 
phasing numbers. However, such a method does not make full use of the properties 
of these graphs. In this section, we utilize the properties of chordal and transitively 
oriented graphs as well as the LP formulations of the previous sections to develop 
polynomial combinatorial algorithms to compute the number B,,,(G) when all r, 
are positive integers. 
Let us first state the properties of chordal and transitively orientable graphs which 
will be used. G is a chordal graph if every cycle of G of length 14 possesses a chord, 
i.e., an edge joining two nonconsecutive vertices of the cycle. A vertex x in any 
graph G is simplicial if the neighbors of x, N(x) (i.e., the vertices which are adjacent 
to x) induce a clique of G. Fulkerson and Gross [6] have shown that G is a chordal 
graph iff every generated subgraph of G has a simplicial vertex. Note that in a chor- 
dal graph G, a vertex is simplicial iff it is unicliqual, i.e., it belongs to one maximal 
clique only. In the algorithm for determining 8,,,(G) we satisfy the demands of 
unicliqual vertices by assigning durations to the maximal cliques which contain 
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them. Then, we consider the graph induced by the vertices with unfulfilled demands 
and continue assignments to meet the needs of unicliqual vertices. The algorithm is 
described formally below: 
Algorithm for determining 8,,,(G) for a chordal graph G, where all r,>O. 
Step 0. Enumerate all the maximal cliques K,, K2, . . . , KP of G. See [7, Algorithm 
4.31 for such an enumeration. The number of such maximal cliques is bounded by 
1 V(G)1 (see Fulkerson and Gross [6]). Let G, = G, V, = V(G), rt(x) =r, for all 
xeV(G) and dj=O, Vj=1,2 ,..., p. Set n=l. 
Step 1. Enumerate all the maximal cliques of G,. Find the set {L,} of all max- 
imal cliques of G, which contain one or more unicliqual or simplicial vertices of 
G,. Since G, is chordal, {L,} f0. For each maximal clique L,; in the set {L,}, 
choose x,,; to be the unicliqual or simplicial vertex in L,;, with the largest weight, 
arbitrarily breaking any ties which may occur. Choose any maximal clique KJ of G 
which contains L,,i. For each L,i E {L,}, if Kj > LJ is selected, then we increase 
the duration assigned to Kj by the amount T,(X,,i), i.e., we let dj = ~Jx,,;) + dj. We 
say that x,,; is responsible for this assignment. For any other K,, dj remains 
unaltered. 
Step 2. For all XE V(G), calculate CKlax di. Let I$’ = vertices for which the con- 
straint CK,sx di2 r, is satisfied. Let V,, 1 = V, - V,, (i.e., V,, 1 is the set of vertices 
whose demands are still unsatisfied) and let G,, 1 be the graph induced by V,, 1. 
ForallxinG,,,, letr,+,(x)=r(x)-_CK,3,xdi_ IfG,+,=0, thenstop; theoptimal 
solution is d,, d,, . . . , dP. Otherwise, note that G,+, is chordal. Set n = n + 1, and go 
to Step 1. 
Theorem 5.1. If G is a chordal graph, then the numbers dl,d2, . . . ,dP as obtained 
at the end of the above algorithm is an optimal solution for LP(l). 
Proof. It follows easily that d,, d2, . . . , dP is a feasible solution to LP(l). This means 
that eJ,, (C)s Cf=‘=, di. On the other hand we shall show that Cp=t d, = CxCM r,, 
where M is an independent set of G. So x7=, di<a,(G)I B,,,(G) by Corollary 
3.5. 
We shall now describe a procedure for finding such an independent set M. Let 
the algorithm run through iterations 1,2, . . . , k before reaching the optimal solution. 
Let X1,X,, . . . . X, be the sets of responsible vertices in iterations 1,2,. . . , k respec- 
tively. Note that each Xi is an independent set of G since every pair of vertices in 
X, does not belong to any common clique. If x~X, and yeXj are joined by an 
edge of G, and if i<j, then we say that x is an ancestor of y or y is a descendant 
of x. Define M=M, UM,U .a- U Mk, where each Mi is defined recursively as 
follows. Let M, =X, with Mi+, =Mi U {vertices in X,_ i, which are not adjacent 
to any vertices in Mi}. It is easy to see that A4 forms an independent set of G. We 
have to show that Cf=‘=, di= EXE,,,_, r,. 
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We shall now describe a procedure for finding such an independent set M. Let 
the algorithm run through iterations 1,2, . . . , k before reaching the optimal solution. 
Let X1,X2, . . . . X, be the sets of responsible vertices in iterations 1,2, . . . , k respec- 
tively. Note that each Xi is an independent set of G since every pair of vertices in 
Xi does not belong to any common clique. If XE Xi and y EX~ are joined by an 
edge of G, and if i< j, then we say that x is an ancestor of y or y is a descendant 
of x. Define M=M, UM, U ..- Uhf,, where each Mi is defined recursively as 
follows. Let Mr = Xk with Mi+ 1 = A4i U {vertices in Xk_i, which are not adjacent 
to any vertices in Mi}. It is easy to see that M forms an independent set of G. We 
have to show that Cp= 1 di = CxC,,,, r,. 
Let us observe that if u E Xi and u E Xj, i < j, and o is a descendant of U, then the 
assignment corresponding to the responsible vertex u is made towards a maximal 
clique which contains u, thus contributing towards T”. This is because u is unicli- 
qua1 in a generated graph of G which contains u. So the maximal clique towards 
which an assignment is made for the responsible vertex u must contain u. Take any 
x E M. Then r, = sum of assignments corresponding to x and to its ancestors, none 
of which is an element of M. Also, if y EM, xfy, then the ancestors of x and y are 
disjoint, because if x and y had a common ancestor z, then z being a simplicial vertex 
in a chordal graph containing x and y, {x, y} must be adjacent in G which is a con- 
tradiction. SO CxEM r,~ Cf=, di. 
Next consider any assignment corresponding to any responsible vertex x. The 
assigned quantity satisfies totally or partially the requirement of exactly one vertex 
in M, i.e., either itself x, or a descendant y of X. SO Exe,,,, r,> Cp=, di. 0 
Remark. The above algorithm for chordal graphs can be completed in O(l V13) 
time. Step 0 can be performed in 0( 1 I/ 1 + IE 1) steps (see [7] for details). Similarly, 
enumeration of maximal cliques of G, in Step 1 takes O() VI 2, time. Finding the 
unicliqual vertices of G, in Step 1 takes 0( 1 V I 2, time since the number of maximal 
cliques of G, is bounded by I I/ 1. All other operations of Steps 1 and 2 can be com- 
pleted in O() V I) steps. Since Steps 1 and 2 may have to be repeated 0( I I/ I) times 
the whole algorithm can be completed in 0( I VI 3, time. Using the assignment in (5), 
Section 2, the optimal Jzr, phasing assignment for a chordal graph can be com- 
pleted in O(lV13) time. Note that in case of a chordal graph, the number of inter- 
vals assigned to any vertex in an optimal assignment is bounded by I VI. 
Let us now discuss the case of a transitively orientable graph. A digraph D is tran- 
sitive if whenever there is an arc (u, u), an arc (u, w), w # u, there is an arc (u, w). An 
undirected graph is transitively orientable if we can assign an orientation to E(G) 
which is transitive. Corresponding to any transitive orientation of a transitively 
orientable graph G, there is a graph H called the Hasse diagram for G where 
V(H) = V(G) and in which the edges of G implied by transitivity are omitted. An 
oriented Hasse diagram is the Hasse diagram with the transitive orientation of G. 
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A maximal element in such a diagram is a vertex with in-degree zero and a minimal 
element is a vertex with out-degree zero. 
We next describe an algorithm to find 13,,, (G) for a transitively orientable 
graph G. The idea of using a network flow model is motivated by Golumbic’s 
algorithm to compute f?(G) for a transitively orientable graph. 
Algorithm for finding a,,, (G), where G is a transitively orientable graph and all 
r, are positive integers. Convert any transitive orientation of G into a network N 
as follows. Find the oriented Hasse diagram of G corresponding to this transitive 
orientation. Let X and Y be the sets of maximal and minimal elements in the Hasse 
diagram. If IX I> 1, add a source s and arcs (s,x) for all xeX. Analogously, add 
a sink t and arcs (y, t) for all ye Y. Otherwise, let the unique element in X or Y be 
the source or sink. Assign a lower capacity of r, to each vertex x#s,t. Find 
f * = value of the minimum flow in N. Minimum flow in such networks can be com- 
puted in polynomial time (see for example [5] for details). Then we claim that 
o,,,(G) =f *. 
Theorem 5.2. If N is the network obtained above from the transitive orientation of 
a transitively orientable graph G, then e,,, (G) =f * = the value of minimum flow 
in N. 
Take a flow in N of value f *. Decompose f * into f * units of flow along paths 
from s to t. To each maximal clique Ki of G (which corresponds to a unique s, t 
path), assign dj = part off * flowing through the path. Then, we get a feasible solu- 
tion to LP(l). Thus, 8J,,(G)~ C d,=f *. 
Next take a Jzr, phasing assignment of G of measure B,,,(G). Then, by 
Lemma 3.2, there is an assignment di to the maximal clique Ki such that 
Cf=, di = B,,,(G) and di is a feasible solution to LP(l). To each arc belonging to 
a Ki (which is a s, t path in N), add a flow of value di, and a flow of 0 on all other 
arcs. Then this is a feasible flow in N of value B,,,(G). Thus, f *s 8,,,(G). 
In both the algorithms presented, once we have the optimum durations d?, we 
can find an optimum multiple interval representation by the assignment (5) describ- 
ed in Section 2. 
Remark. Finding the transitive orientation and hence the Hasse diagram takes 
O(6 JE I) steps where 6 is the maximum degree in G (see [7]). The minimum flow 
problem has been solved by Edmonds and Karp [3] in O(lEl 21 VI) steps. More 
recently, some improved algorithms have been found, as discussed in [7, Chapter 
21. Also note that the maximal cliques of G are the distinct directed s-t paths in the 
network N. If A is the adjacency matrix of a digraph D, then the (i,j) entry of A’ 
gives the number of paths of length t in D leading from i toj. Therefore, computing 
all powers of the adjacency matrix of the Hasse diagram (A,A2, . . . ,A 1”‘) will lead 
to the enumeration of all the cliques of the transitively orientable graph G. Thus, 
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it will take O(/ V14) steps to enumerate all the maximal cliques and the overall 
assignment can be completed in 0( 1 I/ ) ‘) steps. 
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